
 

 

KATONG PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH  

Forum on 30 Oct 2022 

 

Minutes of Forum held in Chapel, Katong Presbyterian Church on 30 Oct 2022 at 11am.  

 

Chairman: Rev Lam Kuo Yung 

Session Clerk: Elder Tessa Gan  

Treasurer: Elder Kang Choon Pin  

 

1. The forum commenced at 11.00am.  

 

2. Rev Lam Kuo Yung reviewed with the members the conduct for the forum and a summary of the 

content in the compiled frequently asked questions related to the integration. He informed of the 

exploring togetherness journey and collaborations over the past four years.  

 

3. The floor was then opened for questions.  

 

4. Elder Teo Ho Teck expressed concern that the results of KPC’s ECM, held five hours ahead of 

HPC’s ECM might affect the result of the latter. He suggested that the voting results should not be released 

until after HPC had conducted their ECM. Rev Lam Kuo Yung affirmed that the Session had considered 

this and had thought of options to address it. The option to conduct both ECM at the same time was no 

longer viable as HPC had already sent out their notice of ECM. Two other options were to either delay 

the timing of the release of KPC’s results, or advise KPC members to keep the outcome to themselves until 

after the HPC ECM. Of these two options, Rev Kuo Yung asked the members in the audience by show of 

hand which they would be agreeable to. A large majority agreed for the announcement to be withheld 

until after the HPC ECM.  

 

5. Elder Doris Tay queried if the KPC members from the Chinese congregation would be involved 

in the voting. Rev Lam Kuo Yung replied that this would be so, and that the Chinese service would be 

held at 9.30am on 13 Nov 2022, so that the members from the Chinese congregation would be able to 

participate in the ECM. Elder Doris also queried if the two third majority required was based on those 

present to vote, or if this would be compared against the total membership. Rev Kuo Yung informed that 

firstly, a quorum (defined to be one third of the membership or 150, whichever is the lower, in accordance 

with KPC’s constitution) had to be met for the ECM to commence. The two third majority was then based 

on those who were present at the ECM. This was in accordance with the KPC constitution and also how 

the annual congregation had been conducted pre-Covid.  

 

6. Elder Teo Ho Teck queried if only the “YES” votes would be counted during the ACM, and 

whether the votes with “NO” or abstained votes would be counted. Elder Tessa Gan informed that the 

team counting the results would account for all votes. The results to be announced would be based on 

whether the resolution was passed.  

 

7. Elder Eng Mui Hong queried on what would happen if the quorum was not met. Rev Kuo Yung 

informed that if after half an hour of the commencement of the meeting, the quorum was still not met, 

the ECM would have to be adjourned to another date.   

 

8. Rev Daniel Ong noted that there were two resolutions within the letter and asked if this meant 

that members were required to vote on both. Rev Lam Kuo Yung replied that only one vote was required 

of members. Both parts were closely tied together and it would not make sense to have them separate. 

Elder Kang Choon Pin elaborated that Elder Jonathan Kwok, an elder from Prinsep Street Presbyterian 



 

 

Church and a lawyer by profession, had assisted in the crafting of the resolution. He had advised that the 

original resolution may have been too short, and had assisted in the second part, which elaborated on 

specific matters that would need to be looked into as part of the process of integration. 

 

9. Brother Lim Kai Poh noted that the EDC members would continue to finish their term, and 

queried how the new team of leaders would be formed post-integration. Rev Lam Kuo Yung replied that 

the Pastors and Administrative staff would come under KPC and that the Elders and Deacons would serve 

out their term. The process of leader selection post-integration would be similar to the current KPC 

process. Members would nominate and propose candidates for the office of Elder or Deacon. The EDC 

would consider the names submitted, and would vote to assess those found to be suitable. They would 

then approach and inform the candidate.  

 

10. Elder Kang Choon Pin added that should both churches proceed with integration, both KPC and 

HPC leaders will review the list of candidates prior to the 2023 ACM (when both churches still operated 

as individual entities) to ensure that each side would not bring unfavourable numbers into the integrated 

church when the legal aspects of integration is completed on 1 Jan 2024.    

 

11. Sister Soo Imm queried if late comers who arrived at 11am (instead of 9.30am prior to start of the 

service) would be allowed to vote. Rev Lam Kuo Yung stated that as long as members arrive prior to the 

start of the ECM at 11am, they would participate in the voting.   

 

12. With no further queries, the forum ended at 11.40am.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


